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no.12My Inauguration as STRL Director-General

On June 3, I was appointed to the post of Director-
General of the Science & Technical Research
Laboratories. Please allow me this opportunity to

introduce myself.
Broadcasting is a cultural endeavor that utilizes

technology, and the role of STRL is to support broadcasting in
the areas of research and development. I keenly realize the
seriousness of the responsibility to promote research and
development in the new era of which we are entering. This
work will take place at our new, third-generation STRL
research complex that opened on April 1, 2002. STRL has
greatly contributed to the world's broadcasting industry throughout its 72-year history,
through the development of new technologies and media. We are proud of our
accomplishments, and will hopefully continue to lead the world in R&D. STRL will be
a place where the dreams of the 21st century will be realized.

The research areas that are STRL's main focus are described in the "STRL Mid-to
Long-Term Vision," which was presented to the public in June 2001. The most
significant points of this agenda concern the promotion of research that makes the best
use of the new research facility. This year will thus mark a crucial stage for us.

I would like to mention the factors that I believe are important in carrying out these
studies. First, we need to be flexible in our way of thinking; that is we can't be bounded
by conventional ideas. In the past, we've tended to insist on a particular, preset
direction for a study. Of course, research and development does require qualities such
as persistence. At the same time, however, it is important to conduct timely research
and development, by reviewing the appropriateness of current research when
necessary. This will be feasible if we can recognize the trends of the period and develop
or exploit new technical fields and techniques. Consider, as an example, the fusion of
broadcasting, communications and computers. In this area, it is crucial to find research
topics and develop services from viewpoints that include not only conventional
broadcasting logic, but also those of other media.

Next, cooperation with organizations both within and outside NHK is required.
Needless to say, STRL cannot exclusively cover the research and development of every
area of broadcasting technology. I believe that the shortest and best way to meet the
expectations of our viewers is to promote studies in cooperation with other leading
research institutions and manufacturers, or with related departments and affiliated
organizations of NHK.

Furthermore, the relationship with our viewers must be considered. We are going to
take every opportunity to collect our viewers' opinions. Using such input, for example,
from visitors to the STRL Open House, we will create laboratories that will be open to
the public, while delivering new technology to society. I sincerely ask for your constant
guidance in this regard.

Sei MIYAKE, Director-General, NHK Science & Technical Research Laboratories


